Surviving the Modern Civil War
A Judeo-Christian Counter to the Art of War
Chapter 1 (incomplete draft)
GOOD vs COLLECTIVE
Fact #1:
Every good cause (GOOD) has its Judas.
Every GOOD has its Benedict Arnold.
Every GOOD has it Cain.
Fact #2:
Every GOOD has enough people like Judas, Benedict Arnold and Cain to make it fail.
GOOD fails when some of its individuals fail to take necessary and adequate actions at the required
time. While in-action in some cases can be an appropriate and ideal reaction, most often it is not.
You cannot look at the individual's religious proclamations, in order to identify COLLECTIVE.
Even though they claim to be practicing Catholics, the actions and in-actions of Joseph Biden,
Michael Pence and Nancy Pelosi show that when it counts they were COLLECTIVE. Mitt
Romney's claim to act on his conscience to unfairly impeach a president by supporting lies over
truth counter his religion's beliefs. Hilary Robin Clinton and Chelsea Clinton are examples of
COLLECTIVE that have become apparent over time, where images and posts on the Internet
suggest or confirm their Satanic connections.
It is a mistake to view COLLECTIVE as incompetence, ignorance or cowardice. COLLECTIVE is
infiltration that is planned at a minimum to undermine and when most effective to destroy the
GOOD.
You may have heard these or similar phrases:
The best way to destroy is within.
It is easier to destroy than to build.
Why use the word "COLLECTIVE" to describe what is ultimately an individual? It is because the
real Art of War against GOOD is not an individual war, it is a COLLECTIVE war.
With a little research and minimal effort, you can find examples of COLLECTIVE in all private and
public organizations. When their organizations need them the most, they will fail to take the
necessary actions and in-actions.
Tyrants are always afraid of their enemies within. They know that their rule is not preserved on the
battlefielf but rather by absolute power, control and obedience by those that are within. Tyrants are
afraid of truth,integrity and rightousness. Judeo-Christian values are rooted out and crushed.
Individuals are cancelled or killed. As a detterent to others, their families may also be cancelled or
killed.
GOOD must always TRUST that they have enemies within. But unlike the Tyrants, GOOD does not
cancel and kill their enemies within, but too often takes in-action or ineffective actions to deal with
the individuals.

The most important first step to any solution is to effectively and adequately identify the problem.
GOOD fails to find solutions because they see instances as individual rather than part of an ongoing everlasting COLLECTIVE war.
Wars pit US against THEM. Civil wars pit US against THEM. Regardless of the type of war or
cause, COLLECTIVE is the Trojan Horse that has infiltrated your GOOD.
Collective takes advantage of systemic opportunities to infiltrate into positions of power and
influence. But it also infiltrates rank and entry positions in order to build future leadership.
It is important that GOOD doesn't introduce modern witch hunts. Witch hunts may root out some
COLLECTIVE but also alienates the innocents, which affects TRUST and required performance at
critical times.
Art of War says, keep your enemies closer. But would you want and accept your enemies as
President, Vice President, Speaker of the House, Member of the Intelligence Commitee, Supreme
Court Justice, leadership in the CIA, FBI, DOJ or others? Look at their actions and in-actions and
you will have evidence as to who is part of the COLLECTIVE. What about media, social media and
colleges and universities? Same answer. What about where you work? Unless you work for a very
very small business, same answer!
In the Judeo Christian tradition, to identify and battle the enemy both on the battlefield and the
COLLECTIVE within, PRAY for WISEDOM and GUIDANCE to identify the enemy and the
DISCERNMENT on how to best render GOD's WILL?

